
           

 

Training course on “Genomics-assisted breeding of wheat” 

28-29 October 2019, Cosmopolitan Hotel, Via del Commercio Associato 9, Bologna, Italy 

 

Luigi Cattivelli and Roberto Tuberosa, Expert Working Group on Durum Wheat Genomics 

and Breeding. 

Gilles Charmet, Expert Working Group on Breeding, Methods and Strategies. 

 

The training course will present an overview on how to translate the most advanced genomic 

information into breeding practices through genomics-assisted breeding protocols. The two-

day intensive course will offer an opportunity to train wheat geneticists and breeders from the 

private and public sectors on essential tools to support genetic analysis and wheat selection.  

 

Program 

Day 1 

 

8.45  Welcome and introduction from the course organizers: Luigi Cattivelli, Gilles 

Charmet, Roberto Tuberosa 

 Welcome address from Enrico Pè, President of the Italian Society of 

Agricultural Genetics (SIGA) 

09.00 Presentation of the Wheat Initiative, Frank Ordon, Chair of the Wheat 

Initiative research committee 

The theory of genomics-assisted breeding. Rex Bernardo (University of Minnesota, USA)  

9.15  Part I: Marker-assisted selection (MAS) and genome-wide prediction: 

Principles, advantages and shortcomings 

10.45  Coffee break 

11.15  Part II: How to best leverage MAS and genome-wide selection (GS) for 

enhancing wheat breeding 

 



           

 

13.00 Lunch 

Case studies 1: From gene mapping to marker-assisted selection and cloning 

14.30 Genomic tools for mapping, gene isolation and marker selection in durum 

wheat: Three case studies for agronomic traits. Marco Maccaferri 

(University of Bologna, Italy)  

15.00 Genomic tools for mapping, gene isolation and marker selection in durum 

wheat: case studies for resistance to fungal diseases. Elisabetta Mazzucotelli 

(CREA Fiorenzuola, Italy) 

15.30 Marker-assisted introgression of drought-adaptive alleles from wild 

emmer into modern wheat, Yehoshua Saranga (University of Jerusalem, 

Israel) 

16.00 Coffee break 

16.30 From gene mapping to MAS for disease resistance in cereals. Frank Ordon 

(Julius Kuehn, Germany) 

17.00 The discovery of the Tandem Kinase-Pseudokinase (TKP) protein family 

involved in plant immunity revealed by exploration of wheat reference 

genomes. Tzion Fahima (University of Haifa, Israel) 

17.30 Innovation of STAR PCR and nested-loop PCR for enhancing MAS in wheat. 

Steven Xu (USDA, USA) 

18.00  Cloning wheat QTLs in the sequencing era. Silvio Salvi (University of Bologna, 

Italy) 

 

Day 2 

 

The theory of genomics-assisted breeding. Rex Bernardo (University of Minnesota, USA)  

08.45  Part III: Computer exercise on how to integrate phenotypic selection, QTL-

based selection, and genome-wide prediction in the context of a small-grain 

breeding program. Participants are invited to bring their laptop computer. 

10.30  Coffee break 

11.00 Crop simulation models to support breeders in designing ideotypes 

adapted to specific growth contexts. Roberto Confalonieri (University of 

Milano, Italy) 



           

 

Case studies 2: Genomics selection in small-grain cereals 

11.30 Genomics-led breeding of durum wheat for the Senegal River basin. 

Rodomiro Ortiz (Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Sweden) 

12.00 Genomic selection in wheat: The NIAB experience. Keith Gardner (NIAB, UK) 

12.30 Combining GS and citizen science in Ethiopian wheat breeding to support 

climate adaptation of smallholder farms. Matteo Dell’Acqua (Scuola 

Superiore Sant’Anna, Italy) 

13.00 Lunch 

14.30 Genomic selection in multiparental populations to improve barley grain 

yield in semi-arid and temperate regions. Agostino Fricano (CREA 

Fiorenzuola, Italy) 

15.00 Genomic selection in six-row winter barley for malting quality. Gilles 

Charmet (INRA, Clermont Ferrand, France) 

15.30 Big data strategies for predicting hybrid performances in wheat. Yusheng 

Zhao (IPK Gatersleben, Germany) 

16.00 Coffee break 

16.30 Back to the Future: Can we use genomic selection to make predictions in 

commercial breeding programs? Christopher Burt (RAGT, France) 

17.00 Application of genomic selection in the CIMMYT spring bread wheat 

program. Susanne Dreisigeker (CIMMYT, Mexico) 

17.30 Genomic selection deployment in wheat breeding programs, learning from 

the last 10 years. Bruno Poupard (Limagrain, France) 

18.00  Special lecture.  

Genomic applications in breeding: From the lab to farmers’ fields. Curtis 

Pozniak (University of Saskatchewan, Canada)  

18.30  Discussion and closing remarks. (Luigi Cattivelli, Gilles Charmet, Frank 

Ordon, Roberto Tuberosa) 

 


